Dr. Annette Deschner

General notices
Get around
To reach the stations of this geocache you have to enter coordinates into your GPS
equipment. Depending on the device you may use one of two coordinate formats provided:



For your smartphone: N47.75343° E8.83479°
For Garmin eTrex GPS device: N47° 45.206' E8° 50.087'

You may use a map application (e.g. Google Maps) on your smartphone (on Android based
smartphones enable “GPS” in the “Settings”; on iPhones enable “Settings > Privacy >
Location Services” and select the setting “While Using the App” for your map app). You
search for a station by entering the coordinates into the map app, e.g. for the first station
“N47.75343 E8.83479” (it is not necessary to use the °) and search for this place: the map
app will then show the station and your location so that you can find a way.
On the Garmin eTrex GPS device, you enter a coordinate as a “Waypoint” and then select
the “Goto” button. The device will then show you the direction where to find the next station.
REMEMBER: Don´t cross the railway lines – always use transfers like bridges or
subways.

Rescue Code
If you do not find the coordinates, use the following decoding on the hint given for a station:
FROM A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
TO
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M

Example: PNG translates with the table above to CAT




PC
NA
GT

Your group should consist of someone








responsible for coordinates and the use of the GPS
responsible for safety (to make sure that no one is run over by a car when they look
on digital devices and may not pay attention to the traffic, group uses traffic lights to
cross streets and bridges to cross rivers.)
responsible for filling in the solution words
responsible for taking a picture of each station (not showing pupils´ faces)
responsible for representing the group as a speaker at the final place and tell about
your findings

(Watermark used: ©Andy Paciorek)

Fairies Singen

Peaseblossom
Have a look around Singen by searching all the locations given below and find the
mysteries of these places. Take some pictures of these places for your fairy friends to
share on eTwinning
This is not about being the first and fastest, but to find the Singen secrets by carefully
looking around.
Answer two questions in each place and you will find a part of the fairy world. In the
end you will meet with the other fairies to complete your task and find a hidden
treasure.

Your text to find is:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6),
(7) (8), (9) not (10)

Our fairy text:

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 1 Coordinates: N47.75343° E8.83479° (N47° 45.206' E8° 50.087')
(Location hint: FXNGRECNEX)
Question 1: Who likes to come to this place?
a) Hedgehogs  I
b) Skateboarders  You
c) Fairies  We
Question 2: What fortress can you see up the hill?
a) Camelot  mended
b) Minas Tirith  offended
c) Hohentwiel  spotted

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (1) and (2)

Station 2 Coordinates: N47.76137° E8.82957° (N47° 45.682' E8° 49.774')
(Location hint: TBYQRARNRCSRY)
Question 3: What is the colour of the apples?
a) patina  snakes
b) red  Demetrius
c) yellow  jugglers
Question 4: How many apples are on the ground?
a) Eleven  with
b) Ten  about
c) Twelve  in

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (3) and (4)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 3 Coordinates: N47.76161° E8.82875° (N47° 45.697' E8° 49.725')
(Location hint: FPURSSRYOEHRPXR)
Question 5: What´s the name of the bridge?
a) Navid Kermani Brücke  once
b) Scheffelbrücke  double
c) Rafik Schami Brücke  man
Question 6: During the time of hyperinflation in the Weimar Republic the bridge was
built. Of how many cyphers does the sum consist?
a) Sixteen  tongue
b) Hundred  scalp
c) thirty  visions

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (5) and (6)

Station 4 Coordinates: N47.76085° E8.83434° (N47° 45.651' E8° 50.060')
(Location hint: ANEERAOEHAARA)
Question 7: How many statues are there?
a) seven  thorny
b) five  sweet
c) twelve  yielding
Question 8: How many birds can you see?
a) Five  Bottom
b) Two  hedgehogs
c) Three  hands

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (7) and (8)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 5 Coordinates: N47.76096° E8.83916° (N47° 45.658' E8° 50.350')
(Location hint: UNHFREOEHAARA)
Question 9: What body part can you climb on?
a) Heart  rest
b) Ear  be
c) Eye  sleep
Question 10: How many seats are right around the ear?
a) Six  seen
b) Two  showed
c) Four  called

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (9) and (10)

Meeting place of the fairies: N47.75555° E8.83702° (N47° 45.333' E8° 50.221')
(Location hint: JRUEQVAFRY)
Task:


Join with your other fairies and talk to them to find out which place you should
visit in the future
 Combine all your text fragments to create a secret fairy song – you should sing
in the following sequence:
1. Peaseblossom
2. Cobweb
3. Puck
4. Moth
5. Mustardseed
6. Puck

Oberon and Titania are pleased about your song and have placed a present for you
at the entrance to the other world. Look to their castle and search in between the
three elements earth, air and water. Can you find it?

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Cobweb
Have a look around Singen by searching all the locations given below and find the
mysteries of these places. Take some pictures of these places for your fairy friends to
share on eTwinning
This is not about being the first and fastest, but to find the Singen secrets by carefully
looking around.
Answer two questions in each place and you will find a part of the fairy world. In the
end you will meet with the other fairies to complete your task and find a hidden
treasure.

Your text to find is:
(1) and (2), (3) (4),
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10).

Our fairy text:

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 1 Coordinates: N47.75343° E8.83479° (N47° 45.206' E8° 50.087')
(Location hint: FXNGRCNEX)
Question 1: What colour is the waggon?
a) Pink  Girdle
b) Green  Newts
c) Yellow  Earth
Question 2: What is the shape of the big stone?
a) Egg-shaped  blind-worms
b) Cubic  eye-lids
c) Cylindrical  love-juice

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (1) and (2)

Station 2 Coordinates: N47.76161° E8.82875° (N47° 45.697' E8° 49.725')
(Location hint: FPURSSRYOEHRPXR)
Question 3: In which currency was the bridge paid?
a) Mark  do no
b) Euro  see no
c) Swiss franc  no more
Question 4: In which year was the bridge built?
a) In nineteen hundred and twenty three  wrong
b) Last year  counterfeit
c) In seventeen hundred and ten  quicker

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (3) and (4)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 3 Coordinates: N47.76137° E8.82957° (N47° 45.682' E8° 49.774')
(Location hint: TBYQRARNRCSRY)
Question 5: How many golden apples are in the surrounding trees?
a) Eleven  run
b) Three  come
c) One  crush
Question 6: What is the last name of the artist?
a) Kabakov  not
b) Kaba  no
c) Kabovka  all

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (5) and (6)

Station 4 Coordinates: N47.75922° E8.83736° (N47° 45.553' E8° 50.242')
(Location hint: CNENQVRFONHZ)
Question 7: What animals are depicted?
a) Rats  near
b) Birds  here
c) Dolphins  there
Question 8: What object symbolizes the snake?
a) The cable for the internet  our
b) Nature  thy
c) The tree  my

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (7) and (8)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 5 Coordinates: N47.76096° E8.83916° (N47° 45.658' E8° 50.350')
(Location hint: UNHFREOEHAARA)
Question 9: What is the colour of the phone booth?
a) Magenta  fairy
b) Yellow  shadows
c) Green  nymph
Question 10: How many metal blades of grass can you see?
a) Two  lion
b) Three  queen
c) Ten  bear

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (9) and (10)

Meeting place of the fairies: N47.75555° E8.83702° (N47° 45.333' E8° 50.221')
(Location hint: JRUEQVAFRY)
Task:


Join with your other fairies and talk to them to find out which place you should
visit in the future
 Combine all your text fragments to create a secret fairy song – you should sing
in the following sequence:
1. Peaseblossom
2. Cobweb
3. Puck
4. Moth
5. Mustardseed
6. Puck

Oberon and Titania are pleased about your song and have placed a present for you
at the entrance to the other world. Look to their castle and search in between the
three elements earth, air and water. Can you find it?

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Puck
Have a look around Singen by searching all the locations given below and find the
mysteries of these places. Take some pictures of these places for your fairy friends to
share on eTwinning
This is not about being the first and fastest, but to find the Singen secrets by carefully
looking around.
Answer two questions in each place and you will find a part of the fairy world. In the
end you will meet with the other fairies to complete your task and find a hidden
treasure.

Your text to find is:
Philomel, with (1),
(2) in our (3) (4);
Lulla, (5), lullaby; lulla, lulla, lullaby;
(6), (7), (8),
Come our (9) nigh;
So (10), with lullaby.

Our fairy text:

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 1 Coordinates: N47.75343° E8.83479° (N47° 45.206' E8° 50.087')
(Location hint: FXNGRCNEX)
Question 1: Which school is opposite this place?
a) Hegau Gymnasium  Titania
b) Hogwarts  liquor
c) Friedrich-Wöhler Gymnasium  melody
Question 2: What kind of sports can you play on the sports field across the street?
a) soccer  sing
b) ice hockey  torment
c) basketball  sleeps

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (1) and (2)

Station 2 Coordinates: N47.76096° E8.83916° (N47° 45.658' E8° 50.350')
(Location hint: UNHFREOEHAARA)
Question 3: With the phone booth (at the Heikorn building) in the back, what can you
see opposite the street when you look between the left and middle blades of grass?
a) The tower of the Herz Jesu church  sweet
b) Tulips  hateful
c) School  disdainful
Question 4: What can you do on the metal blade of grass?
a) Swing  lullaby
b) Bounce  herb
c) Climb  injury

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (3) and (4)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 3 Coordinates: N47.75922° E8.83736° (N47° 45.553' E8° 50.242')
(Location hint: CNENQVRFONHZ)
Question 5: What does one of the women hold in her hands?
a) An apple - lulla
b) A cup of coffee - lalla
c) An iPad - lallu
Question 6: What is the figure on the top doing?
a) Looking into the sky  harm
b) Shooting an arrow  Never harm
c) Nothing  charm

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (5) and (6)

Station 4 Coordinates: N47.76085° E8.83434° (N47° 45.651' E8° 50.060')
(Location hint: ANEERAOEHAARA)
Question 7: How many eggs can you find?
a) Twelve  nor spell
b) Eleven  rehearse
c) None  sit down
Question 8: How many eggs spout water?
a) Three  nor charm
b) Five  no more yielding
c) Twelve  nor I

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (7) and (8)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 5 Coordinates: N47.76161° E8.82875° (N47° 45.697' E8° 49.725')
(Location hint: FPURSSRYOEHRPXR)
Question 9: What sign can you see on the bridge?
a) A traffic sign  sweet queen
b) Coat of arms  lovely lady
c) Warning sign  king of shadows
Question 10: What animal is depicted on the coat of arms?
a) Bear  goodnight
b) Wolpertinger  o spite
c) mouse  good Robin

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (9) and (10)

Meeting place of the fairies: N47.75555° E8.83702° (N47° 45.333' E8° 50.221')
(Location hint: JRUEQVAFRY)
Task:


Join with your other fairies and talk to them to find out which place you should
visit in the future
 Combine all your text fragments to create a secret fairy song – you should sing
in the following sequence:
1. Peaseblossom
2. Cobweb
3. Puck
4. Moth
5. Mustardseed
6. Puck

Oberon and Titania are pleased about your song and have placed a present for you
at the entrance to the other world. Look to their castle and search in between the
three elements earth, air and water. Can you find it?

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Moth
Have a look around Singen by searching all the locations given below and find the
mysteries of these places. Take some pictures of these places for your fairy friends to
share on eTwinning
This is not about being the first and fastest, but to find the Singen secrets by carefully
looking around.
Answer two questions in each place and you will find a part of the fairy world. In the
end you will meet with the other fairies to complete your task and find a hidden
treasure.

Your text to find is:
(1) (2), (3) (4) (5);
(6), (7) (8) (9), (10)!

Our fairy text:

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 1 Coordinates: N47.75343° E8.83479° (N47° 45.206' E8° 50.087')
(Location hint: FXNGRCNEX)
Question 1: What does the number 25 on the waggon stand for?
a) Years  sleeping
b) People  swaggering
c) Speed per hour  Weaving
Question 2: What can you find in the middle of the skater park?
a) Skater memorial  fray
b) Meadow  spiders
c) Skateboard  canker-blossom

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (1) and (2)

Station 2 Coordinates: N47.75922° E8.83736° (N47° 45.553' E8° 50.242')
(Location hint: CNENQVRFONHZ)
Question 3: What does the figure on the top stand on?
a) Globe  come
b) Floor  bless
c) Car  swear
Question 4: What does one of the figures, the boss of Lidl, vomit?
a) Breakfast  thee
b) Money  not
c) Flowers  art

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (3) and (4)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 3 Coordinates: N47.76085° E8.83434° (N47° 45.651' E8° 50.060')
(Location hint: ANEERAOEHAARA)
Question 5: How many fountains can you see?
a) Two  how
b) Five  here
c) Eight  with
Question 6: How many female statues are parts of the artwork?
a) Two  but
b) Three  hence
c) Six  while

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (5) and (6)

Station 4 Coordinates: N47.76161° E8.82875° (N47° 45.697' E8° 49.725')
(Location hint: FPURSSRYOEHRPXR)
Question 7: How many colours are used in the coat of arms depicted on the bridge?
a) four  you
b) five  thee
c) three  thou
Question 8: What are the colours of the bear?
a) Black and red  long-legg´d
b) Blue and red  canker-blossom
c) Yellow and red  ey-lids

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (7) and (8)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 5 Coordinates: N47.76137° E8.82957° (N47° 45.682' E8° 49.774')
(Location hint: TBYQRARNRCSRY)
Question 9: How many men are in the trees?
a) Two  mistress
b) Eleven  cradle of the fairies
c) Three  spinners
Question 10: What do the men in the trees do?
a) Throw apples  hence
b) Build a rainbow  hither
c) catch birds  methinks

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (9) and (10)

Meeting place of the fairies: N47.75555° E8.83702° (N47° 45.333' E8° 50.221')
(Location hint: JRUEQVAFRY)
Task:


Join with your other fairies and talk to them to find out which place you should
visit in the future
 Combine all your text fragments to create a secret fairy song – you should sing
in the following sequence:
1. Peaseblossom
2. Cobweb
3. Puck
4. Moth
5. Mustardseed
6. Puck

Oberon and Titania are pleased about your song and have placed a present for you
at the entrance to the other world. Look to their castle and search in between the
three elements earth, air and water. Can you find it?

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Mustardseed
Have a look around Singen by searching all the locations given below and find the
mysteries of these places. Take some pictures of these places for your fairy friends to
share on eTwinning
This is not about being the first and fastest, but to find the Singen secrets by carefully
looking around.
Answer two questions in each place and you will find a part of the fairy world. In the
end you will meet with the other fairies to complete your task and find a hidden
treasure.

Your text to find is:
(1) (2), (3) (4) (5);
(6) (7) (8), (9) (10).

Our fairy text:

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 1 Coordinates: N47.75343° E8.83479° (N47° 45.206' E8° 50.087')
(Location hint: FXNGRCNEX)
Question 1: Which town name can you find in the skater park?
a) Singen  Herb
b) Konstanz  Beetles
c) Zürich  Puck
Question 2: How many steps does the stair have?
a) Two  mortal
b) Three  black
c) Four  gentle

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (1) and (2)

Station 2 Coordinates: N47.75922° E8.83736° (N47° 45.553' E8° 50.242')
(Location hint: CNENQVRFONHZ)
Question 3: Which of the figures wears headphones?
a) Merkel  angel
b) Obama  approach
c) Putin  cradle
Question 4: What kind of animal mask does one of the figures wear?
a) Bear  not
b) Wolf  streak
c) Bird  chide

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (3) and (4)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 3 Coordinates: N47.76055° E8.83949° (N47° 45.633' E8° 50.369')
(Location hint: UNHFREOEHAARA)
Question 5: Looking from the fountain to the train station (DB) what big sign can you
see?
a) Vegemite  round
b) Maggi  near
c) Knorr  about
Question 6: What does the stele of the fountain stand for? (If you like, you can have a
look at the plaque at the Heikorn building.)
a) Encounter  worm
b) Future  flower
c) Technology  live creature

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (5) and (6)

Station 4 Coordinates: N47.76085° E8.83434° (N47° 45.651' E8° 50.060')
(Location hint: ANEERAOEHAARA)
Question 7: Each “Narrenverein” has a symbol. How many symbols are there?
a) Fourteen  nor
b) Five  or
c) Thirteen  but
Question 8: Which colour is the heart of one of the sculptures?
a) Red  bull
b) Blue  wolf
c) White  snail

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (7) and (8)

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

Station 5 Coordinates: N47.76137° E8.82957° (N47° 45.682' E8° 49.774')
(Location hint: TBYQRARNRCSRY)
Question 9: When was this piece of art installed?
a) One year ago  see nor
b) In the year two thousand  do no
c) in the year two thousand and three  doth owe
Question 10: What is the title of this artwork?
a) Golden Apples  offence
b) Apples in Singen  rehearsal
c) Silver and Gold  waking

Fill in the resulting words for your solutions to these questions to (9) and (10)

Meeting place of the fairies: N47.75555° E8.83702° (N47° 45.333' E8° 50.221')
(Location hint: JRUEQVAFRY)
Task:


Join with your other fairies and talk to them to find out which place you should
visit in the future
 Combine all your text fragments to create a secret fairy song – you should sing
in the following sequence:
1. Peaseblossom
2. Cobweb
3. Puck
4. Moth
5. Mustardseed
6. Puck

Oberon and Titania are pleased about your song and have placed a present for you
at the entrance to the other world. Look to their castle and search in between the
three elements earth, air and water. Can you find it?

CultureShake

Fairies Singen

The Fairies sing.
First
fairy

You spotted snakes with double tongue,
Thorny hedgehogs, be not seen;
Newts and blind-worms, do not wrong,
Come not near our fairy queen.

Chorus Philomel, with melody,
Sing in our sweet lullaby;
Lulla, lulla, lullaby; lulla, lulla, lullaby;
Never harm, nor spell, nor charm,
Come our lovely lady nigh;
So goodnight, with lullaby.
First
Fairy

Weaving spiders, come not here;
Hence, you long-legg´d spinners, hence!
Beetles black, approach not near;
Worm nor snail, do no offence

Chorus Philomel, with melody &c.

This is our shared treasure with you.
You are now part of “Fairies Singen” and our world. We would like to
invite other people with other languages to our fairy world to fill it with more
language melodies, tunes and harmonies.
Now we have a quest for you:
Find this Fairies Song in the many voices you know in the Shakespeare
Birthplace Trust archives- when you are at Stratford- and bring it back to
us. Translate the “Fairies Singen” into the languages you know so that more
languages can join us in our song in the other world.

